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Language 
CENTRAL CAGAYAN AGTA [Common] 

AGT [ISO] 

 
Symbols: 

The symbols used in this orthography are p, t, k. – (glottal), b, d, g, f, (voiceless bilbial fricatiave), s, h, v 
(voiced bilabial fricative), z, m, n, ng, l, r, y, w, l, e, a (for both low central unrounded and mid central 
unrounded, with a few exceptions in which the low central will be marked with a tilde), o, u.  

Spelling Rules: 

1. Stress is not written 
2. Intervocalic glottal is not written as in latad, lumag 
3. Semi-vowels /i/ and /u/ are written as “y” and “w” when the /i/ and /u/ nonsyllabic as in dyos, 

“god”, kwa ‘thing’ and igaw 
4. Pronouns (Ku ‘I’ , na ‘he/she’, mi ‘we’, tam ‘ mix’ etc. and the marking particle ‘na’ will be 

written separate from the preceeding word as in bulunan ku ‘ you follow’ and bulunan da. 
Exceptions will be made in the case of hulunam + mu in which the mormphophonemic change 
will be written as hulunam, and also in case of uma +ku =umak. The common quotation 
formulas, kungku, kummi, and kunda will be written morphophonemically as shown. AK ‘I’ will 
be written as yak when preceeded by a word final vowel. Other than these few exceptions, 
morphophonemic changes will not be reprented across word boundaries.  
 
Dialects will not be joined to the root, but may sometimes be joined to preceeding pronouns as 
in; 
1) Uma ‘ field’ + tam ‘our’ + ewan ‘ over there’ + uma tamewan 
2) Anak ‘child’ + na ‘his’ + kid ‘plural’ + ewan ‘ over there ‘ = anak na kidewan.  

Again there is one exception, 3) uma + ku + ewan = umakewan 

5. Capitals occur in all the usual places and may also occur word medially as in Kahudyo’ 
jewishness’ 

6. Commas are used between members of a series, between an independent and depend clause, 
and after an exceptionally long protasis preceeding a conditional or contraexpectional 
sentences. Periods are used at the end of complete sentences. Question marks are used 
following questions, except in some cases of rhetorical questions which are actually statements 
or affirmations.  
 
Source: Standard Orthography , 1991 
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